Abstract: An automatically operating support system for the evaluation of citizens' claims is reported. Special methods of script and frame hierarchy creation and matching are used for natural language understanding. The system provides tools for teaching and processing within a wide subject area of not well-structured letters of mostly low-educated people. The method operates on a 1000 letters corpus and was proved to be useful to establish a baseline semantic representation of the texts.
INTRODUCTION
Understanding is the key problem of automation in manmachine relations. In this respect the task is the understanding of the human intentions by and for a machine which is designed to execute actions based on the interpretation of these intensions. Usually, the problem is the modeling of the task and of the execution environment. But from the point of view of the human user of any complex system, first of all of administrative automata, this is essentially the formulation and communication of his/her intentions. The human-machine interfaces are mostly either simple pushbutton devices, which would be sufficient for a vendor machine, or some questionnaires, which are designed less for the understanding of the user's intentions but more according to the logic of the administration and its machine requirements. Tax return documents are excellent examples.
Understanding natural language communication was and is still a fundamental research and development field of computational linguistics. The problem, from the human perspective is the appropriate and high fidelity machine representation; from the machine view the understanding of this representation in order to find an appropriate action as a response. This response can be a text, an initializing of a further human action or any kind of machine operation.
The task has infinite extensions, due to the open exuberance of the languages and of the variety related to the knowledge required for understanding. In the cases of administrations this means not only the legal knowledge background but also expertise in the subject itself, e.g. building codes, child care or social conditions of special Corresponding author 1 We are deeply indebted to Edit Vörös who made it possible for us to access the complaint letters written to the Ministry of Justice population groups. The complexity of all these leads to the principle: in cases of human's problems the final decision should be of a human responsibility.
IFAC had a focus on man-machine relations from the very start of activity and the problem of machine understanding is the key for these relations. Systems growing bigger require this more as the interface is wider and more complex. The e-government administration is a typical hard problem from the point of view of understanding human relations. Understanding is an exhaustively unsolvable task but artificial intelligence, linguistics research done much in approximative solutions. The paper reports about a major step forward in analysing large corpora of citizen complaints written in rather fuzzy, not well organized style by relatively low educated people. The dialog frame of knowledge base scripts and the texts is demonstrated as a promising tool for human support.
Reference beyond the listed sources of the ideas applied are well summarized in respect of lingustics in the recent book of Jurafsky and Martin (2009) and regarding e-government applications in the volumes of AI and Law and in Yildiz (2007) .
BACKGROUND IN ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND LINGUISTICS
The scientific program of machine understanding research started with the origins of computer science itself, i.e. with Turing (1950) . Our theoretical background is based on the seminal efforts of Shank and Abelson (1977) about scripts, further on Minsky (1974)'s and Fillmore (1976) 's frame concepts. Script is a general semantic net representation of story type narratives, frames are the data structures of stereotyped situations. Linguistic statistics was widely used by Baker, Fillmore, and Lowe (1998) in creating con-ceptual prototypes. Other approaches to acquire structure knowledge were Lenat (1995) and Marcus et al. (1993) The well-developed methods of grammatical and semantic analysis are partly based on the much debated but fundamental work of Chomsky (1956) and further back to the philologists of the Greek and Sanskrit Antiquity, the grammarians of the Middle Ages and modern logicians started with Frege, Carnap, the Vienna School and later, up to now. For a general review of this topic, see Vámos (1991) and Vámos (2010) , for a more specific and technical introduction, see Jurafsky and Martin (2009) .
In this long, partly pragmatic, partly philosophical development linguistics was associated with psychology, sociology and many other branches of humanities. We applied some concepts and results of recent pragmatics, started first of all with Grice (1975) and his followers. The long history of Law and its relation to linguistics via logic and semantics was also a stimulating background for our ways of thinking.
TOOLS OF APPLIED TECHNOLOGY
We intended to develop a support system which is an experimental research tool in the investigation of these man-machine authenticity relations, possibilities and limits. The system applies all available tools for realization, 
SPECIALITIES OF THE EXPERIMENTAL CORPUS
According to this complexity the team consisted of a computer programming expert, a linguist and a legal expert. The experimental field was a 1000 letters collection of complaints addressed to the Ministry of Justice 2 . The letters were written mostly by people of low education, their texts are not structured into any regular format, most of them hardly to be understood by a reader not accustomed to the style of these poor people and their characteristic problems. The original letters were mostly handwritten and before the computer transcript carefully filtered due to privacy concerns. The letters can be classified mostly into the following categories: • inquiries about procedures • also typical are outbursts of insane people
The test material was excellent for our purposes, encounters of real-life problems in the administration of not wellprepared citizens, handling specific emotional and social contents, investigating the deepness of human communication with advanced systems.
THE STRUCTURE OF THE COMPLAINT LETTERS
In order to extract the essential meaning of texts we separate those parts which can be relevant, from additional claims and information, lamenting. This is attempted by structuring the unstructured letters according to some conventions. The structure is reconstructed in constructional units as follows:
Invocation, Introduction, Aim, Problem, Suggestion, Appreciation, Others, Expcectations, Thanks, Closure.
Some of these: Invocation, Appreciation, Thanks and Closure usually contain only politeness or similar functions, conventional phrases which can be recognized by a list of learned utterances. The main message can be found in Problem, Suggestion and Expectations. Introduction and Aim can contain some relevance, too. The structuring effort is part of the general pattern recognition procedure used in the project and illustrated in the attached example. Analysis based on the partly omitted constructional units reflecting social and educational characteristics of the authors is the subject of a further project.
We have plans to process an English corpus 3 as well. This is a large consumer complaint database, with more than 10 thousands of letters, a few hundred of which being in the "Government" category.
THE CORPUS IN NUMBERS
The special virtue of the experiment is a demonstration of the practical usability within the outlined understanding and conceptual schemes. The experiment was carried out within an unusually broad subject area and unusually confused natural language environment. The amount of relevant words and expressions could be irrelevant in a fully automated, computer-operated environment but due to the human role in learning-annotation and further dialogs these should be limited to the practical thresholds of transparency.
• The corpus is consisting of 425 thousand tokens, which gives an average of 450 tokens in a letter. The number of different tokens is 53 thousand. In Hungarian, because of the properties of the language one can achieve a great reduction of word frequencies by stemming the words. In this corpus the number of unique stems is only 13,5 thousand which means a 75% reduction. But it should be noted that the information loss is also quite substantial, as we lose the noun and verb case relations as well.
• We were looking for ways to reduce the number of words which we needed to handle to around or less than 1000. The usual text mining approach does not demand this kind of reduction because the semantics of words are data structures generated by an algorithm, and are not related to their realworld meaning. We were, however, trying to find the potential evokers -the expressions which evoke a certain frame -by analyzing the word distributions, and therefore we needed to investigate the words manually.
• The number of word (stems) with single occurrence is 1396 alone. The number of words with 2, 3, 4 occurrences are 2592, 1463, 896 respectively. This spectrum of word frequencies is less useful for our purposes.
• The number of words occurring 5, 6, 7 times are 624, 524, 391 respectively. After that the number of words sharply declines until around 30 occurrences, followed by a long tail ending at 435 occurrences. There were 50 words above 444 occurrences, which we ommitted because they were present in more than 50% of the letters.
• We found that by investigating only the words in the 5-7 range and discarding all other words we still get a useful representation of the letters, with tolerable information loss.
• As it will be detailed below we manually annotated the letters with a different methodology as well. We found 704 different frame slot fill expressions and 158 frame evoker expressions. We also annotated 337 titles and 268 organizations which are potential slot fills. These figures together with the numbers of the occurrence-based analysis suggest that in a practical depth of processing we need to deal with around 1000 words in this very diverge domain.
The experimental results on word statistics indicate the necessity to correlate the individual word and phrase occurrences to the quantity of the texts and to the diversity of the subject. The application of the usual information mining statistical methods depends on this analysis.
RELEVANT FEATURES OF OUR METHODS
The relevant features of our methods were developing and handling the knowledge base in interacting constructs of script hierarchy. This hierarchy is represented in step by step specializing script details.
The first level is the basic structure of any claim: actors and claim subjects. The further development is based on the thesaurus of case-specific words and expressions. These are, in the learning phase, collected by human annotation of a satisfactory number of letters, then applied for the identification of the above claim categories and filling the slots for personal identifiers and case specifics. Relations for semantic webs are discovered mostly by very simple parsing, especially genitives for nouns and accusatives for verbs. The specification hierarchy of the case-scripts was three to four levels deep, each step progressing in a dialog by matching with the available script patterns. This dialog is similar to the human inquiry and can be extended with an inquiry process and communication with other data bases, other administrative organs.
The resulting script is a synopsis of the case with recommendation for agenda, e.g. answer, forwarding to other actors, etc. This synopsis is composed by the annotated relevant words, expressions, their corpus-assisted synonyms and some linguistic expression patterns. A typical example of the process is attached.
The abductive way of knowledge acquisition and script matching was a genuine process of the learning phase of knowledge acquisition, automatic and semiautomatic script development and in the matching of these scripts with the characteristic utterances of the texts. This was a relevant progress compared to those semantic net procedures which are based on search in well-structured texts.
The pragmatics of letter structures is another specific. As mentioned, these letters are regularly not structured it is even hard to select the essential subject of the claim from all other information, expletives. Trying to structure the text we could significantly bare the texts, especially separating the details tugging at the heartstrings.
Frame acquisition
In the case of this corpus, we did not have a priori scripts, frames or any other kind of stereotyped knowledge. It was a highly challenging task to extract these from the complaint letters. First, we needed a methodology to bootstrap the frame extraction process. Shank and Minsky are providing the fundaments of our frame-based approach. We are borrowing the flexibility of the scripts from Shank and Abelson while utilizing the more rigid, but also more structured and therefore easily programmable nature of Minsky's frames.
Both Shank's script and Minsky's frame concepts are fundamental theories in cognitive science and in the philosophy of the mind. Because of the nature of these theories they do not intend to offer a detailed methodology on how to extract scripts or frames from a given text corpus.
The situation is the opposite with the FrameNet project 4 in which a handbook was written on how to find frames in a corpus, see Ruppenhofer, Ellsworth, Petruck, Johnson, and Scheffczyk. Although their methodology was proven to be very fruitful (more than 1000 frames were extracted from the British Corpus) we argue that in our case a different approach is to be taken. In FrameNet, they mainly progress verb after verb, examining the sentences in which they occur and drafting the stereotyped situations they represent. With this method they are aiming to extract the general stereotyped situations related to one or more verbs. In our corpus the letters are crafted in a way that it is often very hard to figure out the meaning of particular verbs without reading their context, sometimes practically the whole letter. Also, the number of verbs is very high comparing to the relatively small size of the corpus. Thus we needed a methodology enabling us to proceed letter by letter.
According to these specifics the human knowledge acquisition starts with the top level: Those contributing to the processing should read letters and draft short summaries for each in 5-6 statements. The number of these specimens is defined statistically, according to the subject areas, e.g. in ch. 5. The top level of the script hierarchy is derived from the identical or similar statements of the summaries of different subjects. The further, lower levels and their characteristic conceptual frames are combinations of the remaining statements and additional scripts of the related external knowledge bases (laws, regulations, precedents). In these very mixed and not structured cases we cannot avoid using several resources of only partly machinesupported human preparation.
The motivation behind this methodology is that we tried to extract domain-specific knowledge only with our limited resources. The process also generates the vocabulary for automatic pattern matching between the scripts and the letter texts.
To test our frame extraction scheme we conducted an experiment with 21 students of law. We asked them to summarize 3 letters each (they all summarized the same 3 letters) and then we proceed with the method described above. We found that we are getting satisfactory results. In fact we extracted our first three top-level frames from these summaries. Then we proceeded with the summarization 40 other letters with this same method. After this phase we had 6 top-level and 55 second-level frames. With these at hand we manually annotated 100 additional letters to collect evokers and slot fills for the frames. The annotation process resulted in 704 frame slot and 158 frame evoker occurrences. At this stage we were satisfied with the average 7 slot fills in a letter but it turned out to be hard to carry on to the next level of frames with this method. We think that the reason of this is that the finer details are ommitted in the summaries and as a consequence of our method they will not be represented as frames. Because of this to extract third-level, fine frames, we simply examined a few typical letters in a specific theme. We did this only in case of two themes because at this point substantial expert knowledge was needed.
Description of the acquired frames
We organized our acquired frames in semantic nets (see figure 1.). The advantage of this approach is that it gives us more flexibility than the traditional frame-based systems. The association among frames is based on their co-occurrence in the summaries.
We should note, that there are (at least) two different schools of describing frames, Fillmore's "Frame Semantics" and Minsky's "Framework of Knowledge". We use the terminology of the latter (e.g. "Frame" and "Slot", "Marker").
Automatic frame recognition
The primary method of automatic frame recognition is the evocation of frames by their evoker expressions. The evocation, however, often fails because of the many ways of phrasing possible even in the simplest case. Therefore, there is a secondary method of frame recognition, the evocation by the presence of a frame's possible slot fills. This method is more robust, because the slots filling rules are more abstract. E.g. let us have frame A with a slot, called P, which should be filled by an organization. In this Fig. 1 . Example frames and their associations case any entity marked as organization by a named entity recognizer will be a candidate for the given slot, therefore evoking frame A and its other slots. Then these slots are to be filled by the machine finding a candidate fill or by the user answering a question.
By using this two approaches we are only able to recognize the fills of a frame in very straightforward situations. As a result, we get a low recall of the frames with high precision. Then we further enhance the recall of our frames by initiating dialogs.
Frame recognition with the help of dialogs
There are many ways in which we can make use of the user feedback in our frame recognition process.
If we have unfilled slots in a frame, and the automatic slot filling methods do not deliver any more results, we can formulate questions about the given slot. In this respect, our system is a very remote one relative of Weizenbaum (1983), though we have very different goals. For instance, if we have the retirement frame partly filled and we were not able to fill the the number of years spent with work slot, we can formulate a question: please enter or select in the text the following information: the number of years spent with work. We have found that we can phrase simple but apprehensible questions by using simple templates like the one above. Of course, the phrasing could be improved by more sophisticated methods, currently outside our scope.
The opposite situation of the missing slot is when there are more than one candidates to fill a slot. In this case we can formulate a question: the number of years spent with work a) 35 b) 39 c) other (then they will be asked to select the value in the text or enter it). The candidate answers are appearing in the order of their likelihood.
Another way of improving our frame recognition is to ask questions about the more detailed ontologic category of a slot. For instance if we find the frame pensioner and we know from our frame base that there is only two kinds of pensioners we can ask a question, like: Pensioner X is of type: a) Old and retired or b) Disabled and retired
There is another kind of dialogs we use in some specific cases. These are machine-machine dialogs, in which the answering party is an other service or database, e.g. a registry or health insurance offices.
Learning trough dialogs
There is an obvious opportunity of machine learning when using dialogs like the ones in the previous section. We can add the newly found fills and the corresponding expressions to our database, so the next time they can be recognized right away. Another way of learning is to record the performance of the questions: how many times was the first (the most likely according to the machine) really the good answer, how many times was the question dismissed? Also, by counting how many times a user dismissed the questions we can learn more about the willingness of our user to answer questions.
DEMONSTRATING THE MATCHING PROCESS ON AN EXAMPLE LETTER
In this section we illustrate our process on real letter. The letter, the frame and the frame slot names were translated from Hungarian. The original letter was poorly phrased and many times misspelled. During the translation we tried to reproduce the same amount of misspellings and bad phrasing as in the Hungarian version. We do not think that our translation is 100% correct (as it could not be) but we believe that it is good enough to demonstrate the characteristics of the letter in question. The translated text is the following:
I appeal repeatedly to you, Mr. H. Minister. In my case the question is the district court. . . attached enacting clauses. Now I see that I and my guarantor became the victims of corrupted judges during the past fourteen years. Evidences for that are the fourteen years past and the 20% interest charge per year. My petition was not accepted by any of the judges acting in the he case, not as I pointed out that the plaintiff attached a forged agreement by which he won the case. The judge was not interested in my claim. The judge should be asked why he did not give an ear to my guarantor.
The truth or falseness of the agreement could be stated only by the guarantors. The guarantor was immediately found as his part of the property had to be seized. This happened five years ago. The judge let the document lying for five years in his office in order to increase the interests. Please investigate how he was encouraged not to do anything during five years, only to increase the interests. Five years long is the Hungarian Jury unable to set a date for a hearing in a plea in a distrait case. My guarantor was not invited into the process, he didn't receive any notification, didn't know anything about the whole process. He didn't get a notice about the seizure of his property part. The activity of these judges does not differ from the methods of the house-mafia. The victim is helpless and powerless in both cases. Their objective is clear-cut: to increase the interests with passing the time and acquire the property as it was told straight to my face by one of the lawyers. All what happened verify that. According to my calculation the whole supposed debt was acquitted one year and a half before it arose. By that way, I and my guarantor have no debt at all. The seizure of the property part of my The process doesn't fit into the European Union standards, which unable the properties of several owners for marketing and taking credit. I expect your early action.
The first step in the analysis is to find the evokers in the text. The evokers were collected by the manual annotation of a part of the corpus in the learning phase (figure 2). illustrates the evokers we have found and the frames they evoke. This is a bottom-up as the text-level expressions are evoking our highest-level concepts. In the example two frames are evoked, Debt and Incorrect process.
The next is a top-down step in which using our knowledge base we load the slots of the evoked frames. These slots were defined by the summarization process described earlier in this article. In the example we load 6 slots for Debt and four slots for Incorrect process. See figure 3.
After loading the slots we try to match them with the corresponding pieces of text. This is done by evaluating some simple slot filling criteria on each slot. The criteria are created during the learning phase and are describing exact word lemmas, grammar or entity categories. See figure 4.
After this step we generate a synopsis of the letter, we classify it and pass it on to further human processing as we have not been able to find a proper automatized action. The automatized actions are defined for certain frames.
CONCLUSION
In this article we outlined a method for building and utilizing a knowledge base on a corpus which is not easily processable by either vector space approach model or standard expert systems approach, e.g. decision trees or rulebased systems. The main feature of our method is that it is tightly connected to the language of these especially unstructured texts. During the learning phase, we build a "large knowledge system" 5 , composed of scripts and frames via the manual summarization of a part of the corpus. During this phase we collect real language examples for the certain frames and slots. Our method seems to be In the frame matching phase, we use an approach which combines bottom-up and top-down steps. In the bottomup steps we evoke the topmost frames by language expressions, and from there we are ascending with top-down steps to fill the frames with the specific information.
In this article we wanted to demonstrate the main feautures of our system, thus we did not go into the technical details of our UIMA-based language processing system, our UML-based frame representation and our other tools.
Having these results, now we direct our research towards better understanding how the main concepts of large knowledge systems should be complemented and can be utilized for processing other domain-specific text corpuses.
